11 Germans Captured in Atlantic

WASHINGTON — (AP) — In a series of anti-submarine battles in the North Atlantic, the planes of a single Navy aircraft carrier recently successfully attacked 10 German submarines, decisively destroying two and probably destroying eight others, and delivered two convoy safety across the Atlantic to American forces facing the Axis threat in Europe.

The report, the admiral's accomplishment included attacks on 11 submarines, dispersing of two wolf packs which struck at different times, the capture of 11 German prisoners, and the safe delivery of the vital war goods.

"All ships in the convoy protected by the escort carrier 'Sun' reached their destination unharmed," said the admiral, "and the convoy has been designated as the most successful of this type known to date.

In the battle of the 26th, the submarine had been attacked by the carrier's fighter planes, which pursued the sub for about 30 minutes. During this time, the sub attempted to sink two destroyers, but was unable to reach them.

The second attack was launched by a single plane which attacked the sub from behind and dropped depth charges, causing the sub to sink.

Isolated Actions

The admiral's report also details the actions of the carrier's planes during the battle. The planes, operating in pairs, attacked the submarines in the vicinity of the convoy, and were successful in sinking two of them.

The admiral praised the carrier's pilots for their skill and accuracy in attacking the submarines.
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